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A 5 pJ/pulse at 1-Gpps Pulsed Transmitter Based on
Asynchronous Logic Master–Slave PLL Synthesis

Marco Crepaldi , Gian Nicola Angotzi, Antonio Maviglia, Francesco Diotalevi, and Luca Berdondini

Abstract— This paper presents an ultralow power asynchro-
nous logic transmitter operating at 1 Gpps that achieves pulse
synthesis using a double phase-locked loop (PLL) architecture
for applications exploiting large-scale neuronal interfacing with
CMOS probes. The 4 GHz center frequency OOK transmitter
synthesizes 500 ps duration pulses from a 31.25 MHz crystal
oscillator using a cascade of a master and a slave PLL with the
latter locked to the former. Both PLLs are implemented with
CMOS digital cells and ring oscillator-based VCO. A prototype
fabricated in a 130 nm RFCMOS process operates at a measured
5 pJ/pulse energy budget for an active area of 0.04 mm2. To gen-
erate timing references and packets for high data rate recording
devices, the synthesizer core feeds also a logic interface operating
at 250 MHz with four 1.2–3.3 V external parallel channels. From
reset time, the master–slave PLL combination achieves locking
in a measured time of 450 ns, settling is resolved in ∼4 µs, and
the output pulses across the antenna load are generated with a
3.42 ps RMS jitter standard deviation. The obtained phase noise
of a continuous OOK stream at 1 and 4 GHz, 1 MHz offset,
is −103 and −93 dBc/Hz, respectively.

Index Terms— Impulse-radio, high data rate, asynchronous
logic, all-digital transmitter, master-slave pulse synthesizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMPULSE-RADIO Ultra-Wide Band (IR-UWB) is a wire-
less technology potentially capable of providing very

large channel capacity under limited energy budgets [1].
Notwithstanding its narrowness to sub-meter and close-
proximity applications (consider, e.g., the TransferJet consor-
tium [2], [3]), high rate pulse radio is still an attractive solution
in the biomedical field, in particular for low power telemetry
applications requiring short-range, high throughput and small
device size (see, e.g., [4]–[7]). These applications require
the development of highly integrable and small form factor
full-custom solutions with mW-order power budgets because
commercial chip-sets typically fail in terms of size, speed and
power trade-offs.

Among these applications, the wireless transmission
of neural data is probably the most challenging task.
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Neuronal activity of the Central or Peripheral Nervous
System (CNS/PNS) for Brain-Machine Interfaces (BMI),
bioelectric therapies or neuroprosthetics, can generate very
high throughput when recorded from emerging high density
electrode arrays [8]. These devices (see [9], [10]) are imple-
mented with silicon machining and full-custom Integrated
Circuits (ICs) providing signal conditioning, multiplexing and
several thousands of electrodes on monolithic CMOS devices.
With an average signal amplitude of a few hundreds of μV
and most of the energy below 10 kHz, neural data must
be necessarily acquired with 8/10 bit resolution and with a
≥20 kHz/electrode rate. As several thousands of electrodes
are sampled at such speed, CMOS neural probes can generate
data rates ≥500 Mbit/s and need to operate continuously.
On-chip pre-processing and compression have been proposed,
but this requires additional energy. A viable low-power solu-
tion consists of directly transmitting raw data to an external
device.

The pulse-based approach of IR-UWB, radically different
from standard continuous wave systems, has the potential to
meet these requirements while leading design towards the
development of ultra-low power, low-complexity, small area
and highly integrated solutions, with a strong bias to all-digital
implementations. Among the potential all-digital solutions,
candidates might be asynchronous logic implementations.
However, although they enable full technology scaling of
center frequency and bandwidth, very high operational density
and low power consumption, these systems are applicable so
far only to low/moderate-data rates communication [11], [12].

This paper aims at overcoming this challenge by providing a
suitable asynchronous logic solution for CMOS neural probes
sub-meter wireless connectivity. As shown in Sec. III the
developed TX prototype, that has been introduced in [13],
is based on a ring oscillator-based master and slave Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) chain. The use of PLLs for pulse gen-
eration largely impacts on the energy per pulse budget of
low/moderate data rates transmitters, because it contributes as
a purely additive contribution (see e.g., [11]). While in these
cases (e.g., in [14]) pulse duty cycling is about 1000 times
larger making DC power contribution the dominant term,
in high data rates applications duty cycling can be considered
almost absent and the power impact of a PLL can be mitigated
in the overall TX energy budget (see Sec. II). Sec. IV details
circuit design and simulation results for each sub-module and
measurements in Sec. V show indeed that the master PLL
architecture and the particular master-slave combination give
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Fig. 1. (left) Conceptual architecture of the CMOS neural probe and (right) architecture of the TX based on master-slave PLL synthesis and corresponding
block scheme of the prototyped IC with depicted streaming packet. The depicted figure has an increased detail-level compared to [13] and shows the physical
connections used for chip validation. The parts depicted in black are validated in this work.

rise to a very low power consumption solution, without signif-
icant impact on signal accuracy. Sec. VI concludes the paper.

II. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND ENERGY-
LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the IR-UWB transmit-
ter (hereafter simply referred as TX, on the right) and the
CMOS Neural Probe (left, not part of this work). The TX
comprises a master-slave PLL module for IR-UWB transmis-
sion and clock synthesis, and an I/O serial interface with the
CMOS neural probe. The TX IC synthesizes multiple clocks,
including a 4 GHz reference used by the IR-UWB wireless
unit, and both 250 and 20.833 MHz clocks for the Digital
Controller and by the ADC Bank of the CMOS neural
probe IC, respectively. The I/O serial interface comprises a
level translators bank to adjust the voltage level between the
two ICs, from 1.2 and 1.8 V supply, respectively. Finally,
the PISO serializer organizes the data stream from the
CMOS probe in an OOK packet stream to be transmitted.

The TX is designed for a 180 nm implantable CMOS
neural probe that integrates 1024 recording sites [9], [10]. The
probe permits neural signal amplification with sub-millisecond
temporal resolution by implementing an active pixel sensor
approach on densely integrated recording sites. The architec-
ture shown in Fig. 1 includes a bank of analog to digital
converters (ADC) and a digital core module for complete
control over the neural probe and data transmission towards
the TX. As a minimum sampling frequency of 20 kHz per
CMOS neural probe channel (or electrode) is required, thus
the minimum data rate specification is 20.48 MS/s. The ADC
Bank, here operated at the 20.833 MHz clock provided by
the TX IC, samples the multiplexed electrode channels with
10 bit resolution. The Digital Controller operates with
a 250 MHz clock and it is designed to coordinate the operation
of the neural recording system. For each sample, the controller
adds a 10 bit payload to address the current electrode chan-
nel (overall 20 bit). The neural data is multiplexed to the TX on
four different synchronous serial lines (CH[i] with i = 0···3)
that toggle on each rising and falling edge of the STROBE
signal.

The power consumption of a pulsed TX (PTX, when fully
activated) can be simplified as a sum of static and dynamic
contributions. The former term, PDC, includes the power
required by the sub-circuits always active during pulse syn-
thesis (i.e., phase or delay locked loops) or the analog bias of
a possible RF output buffer. The latter, instead, accounts for
the active power consumption associated to the transmission
of a ‘0’ or a ‘1’ (PB0 and PB1, respectively) when the
TX is active. Assuming uniformly distributed bit probability
without coding and compression, we can model the energy
per bit as Ebit = PTXTbit, where Tbit is the bit period (and
fbit = 1

Tbit
), hence, Ebit = PDCTbit + 1

2 (PB1 + PB0) Tbit.
Typically the terms PB0 and PB1 are a function of the Duty-
cycling Processing Gain (DPG) [1], which can be approxi-
mated as DPG ∼ 10 log

(
Tbit/Tpulse

)
, and then to the energy

required to fulfill the FCC −41.3 dBm/MHz limit [15].
Provided that pulses match the peak emissions of 0 dBm in
a 20 MHz bandwidth, having Tpulse < Tbit permits a further
increase in the peak power at the antenna output. However,
DPG is reduced at very high data rates as Tbit → Tpulse, and
assuming a fixed RF efficiency (that is a direct proportionality
between power consumption and radiated power), PB0 and PB1
need to decrease as well. As a result, the term PDCTbit, can
be now shuffled with PB1 + PB0, hence, mitigating the impact
of a low-power PLL operating in background.

State-of-the-art pulse synthesis is typically based on i) the
tuning of a delay line and subsequent edge combining
[16] and [17], ii) the duty-cycling of an oscillator [14], [18],
iii) Frequency Locked Loops (FLL) [19] and iv) up-conversion
though PLL-aided frequency synthesis, mostly in high data
rate transmitters [1], [20], [21]. The development of a small
area, robust and ultra-low power application-specific solution
without requiring further calibration is equally necessary.
Among the recent state-of-the-art TX, the system in [16] is an
effective all-digital solution, but it requires higher energy per
pulse, area (mostly due to its programmability features) and
external calibration, a contradictory requirement in a small
form factor implantable device. The same applies for [17]
which requires external calibration or an on-chip DLL to
counterbalance Process Voltage Temperature (PVT) variations.
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In general, the generation of a high frequency reference and
consequent delay line-based edge combining is PVT sensitive
without delay calibration. The oscillator duty cycling TX
in [14] is a relaxed complexity solution compared to edge
combiners, however, it requires area consuming integrated
inductors. The solution in [18], besides an LC VCO, it requires
a 500 MHz high frequency external reference an impractical
constraint in ultra-low power implantable devices. The FLL
in [19] is a complete standard compliant solution but it requires
14 pJ/bit energy and it is not suited to run arbitrary length
continuous streams because based on frequency lock: accu-
mulated jitter would impact on receiver clock data recovery.
The frequency hopping TX in [1] consists of a PLL and a duty
cycled Digitally Controlled Oscillators (DCO), but it needs to
be externally calibrated (through an SPI interface). The TX
in [20] is based on a polarity multiplier and an up-conversion
mixer to allocate frequency bands for general purpose triple
channel communication, but it requires three PLLs, resulting
in a 102 pJ/pulse in a 65 nm technology, and large area
occupation. Finally, the architecture in [21] for beamforming,
is also based on up-conversion but requires four parallel PLLs,
for an overall 221 mW power.

The partitioning into a master-slave solution rather than into
a single PLL with higher multiplication factor is a reasonable
choice to enable a low-power implementation in a 130 nm
technology node. Assuming same 31.25 MHz commercial
crystal and center frequency synthesis, a single ×128 master
PLL (without further dividers after the reference frequency
input) would require a larger area for control logic and divider
w.r.t. a ×32 PLL. Furthermore, it would run directly at a higher
switching rate of 4 GHz (VCO output frequency), requir-
ing a higher power consumption. The master-slave cascade
remains a good design solution even compared to a single ×
N PLL with a ×R reference frequency divider (4 GHz VCO
divided by R = 4) and gating for pulse generation (between,
e.g., VCO output and reference frequency output). As shown
later, the main slave PLL power contribution is in the VCO
and frequency divider that require an associated high current
drive buffer at 4 GHz in a 130 nm technology. These blocks
would be in any case required in such a single PLL solution,
hence not significantly impacting on the overall energy budget.

III. MASTER-SLAVE PULSE SYNTHESIZER

A. Transmitter Architecture

The TX pulse generation approach follows, in principle,
the digital edge combining approach outlined in [17]. Differ-
ently from [11], in which the reference timing is imposed as a
duty-cycling signal, here, given the higher data rate constraints,
a clock reference is used. The Pierce oscillator shown in the
block diagram of Fig. 1 operates with a 31.25 MHz crystal to
generate the reference clock VOSC (period TIN), which needs to
be adjusted by a specific duty cycle corrector DLL to recover
possible duty-cycling mismatch from PVT variations. Either
the oscillator output VOSC or the duty cycle corrected equiva-
lent VOSC can directly feed the master PLL that processes both
edges of such reference clock (hence with a reaction time of
TIN/2) to generate a 1 GHz clock VLO. Such reference signal

is divided by 48 (using the bank of asynchronous dividers
/2, /4, /6, /8) to generate the reference frequency required
by the CMOS neural probe. Similarly to the master PLL,
the slave unit is implemented as an all-digital block that
operates in continuous analog mode. It internally divides
VLO by a factor of 2 before increasing the frequency by a
fixed multiplication factor ×8, to produce a 4 GHz output
signal VHI. Thanks to a short settling time (about 16×4 times
faster than the master) the slave PLL can rapidly follow
variations of its reference, permitting pulse generation always
locked to VLO.

The Parallel Input Serial Output (PISO) serializer is a
finite state machine which accepts VLO and VLO/4 reference
inputs and five separate signals from the external CMOS
probe IC, namely STROBE and multiplexed digital neural data
CH0-3. With a latency of 120 ns the serializer generates the
VBIT sequence to implement OOK modulation. Each packet
comprises 30 OOK-modulated pulses with the format depicted
in Fig. 1. The first and the last bits of the packet are fixed at
logic ‘1’ and ‘0’ to enable receiver frame synchronization.
After the two ‘1’ start bits, the packet includes 10 bit data
and 10 bit address, plus the negated 5 bit of the token
Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) from the Universal Serial
Bus (USB) specifications (CRC5), with characteristic polyno-
mial x5 + x2 + x0 computed by the serializer over the overall
20 bit payload. The packet is finally completed with three
‘0’ stop bits. UWB pulses VPULSE are generated in continuous
mode by gating signals VLO and VHI through A1. The resulting
signal is finally gated at bit-level through A2 by the output of
the serializer VBIT. The phase mismatch between VLO and VHI
is resolved using an inverter-based delay line prior to signal
combining (not shown here for the sake of brevity). The pulses
are fed to the antenna load using an overdrive buffer that was
implemented using digital logic similarly to [22]. Observe that
the TX enables data rates of VLO/30 bit, i.e., ∼33 MS/s, which
is larger than the minimum design specification imposed by
the CMOS neural probe sampling rate.

B. Master PLL

Fig. 2 shows a high-level block scheme of the master
PLL with a conceptual operation example. As previously
shown in [13], the master PLL is a “continuous-time
state machine” which evolves through three non-overlapping
control loops towards locking, where the former feed-
back mechanisms are mixed analog/digital and the latter
is purely analog. The complete operation is based on the
re-circulation of a duty cycling signal lasting five VCO
clock cycles, and divided in five different slices lasting TCLK
each. The PLL is an N elements shift register (in this
implementation N = 16) featuring as the last sequential
element (Anticipation/Postponement Network) an
adjustable clock cycle delay (anticipation or postponement by
one clock cycle). The module is based on a ring-oscillator
VCO, which is assumed to start with a clock frequency
strictly lower with respect to the final value during lock. The
control loops converge to a single VCO storage capacitor
C for the generation of VCTRL, the VCO control voltage.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual architecture of the master PLL (with fixed multiplication factor ×32, modified from [13]).

Through the abstract Decision block the system computes
the time difference of arrival of the double edge VOSC events
and based on their relative positioning with respect to the
duty cycling window DCC the system automatically toggles
between these diverse feedback loop aiming, as final lock
condition, at confining the clock events in the center of DCC
[as depicted in Fig. 2, slice 3]. The feedback controls are
named Unlock 1©, Acceleration 2© and Analog 3©.

1) Unlock Control: Based on the integration of the delay
between the positive edges of Pls and of the duty cycled
window, the control is activated as soon as the clock events
fall outside of the duty cycling window and operates to adjusts
VCTRL by moving DCC clock events so that Pls fall within
the DCC slices 1 to 5. During 1© a steady-state number of
sequential element in the shift register is assumed (i.e., 16,
no postponement nor anticipation, stay mode). As soon as Pls
fall within DCC, the system checks the events time of arrival
and based on their positioning within the window activates the
acceleration or the analog control loop.

2) Acceleration Control: This is activated when Pls fall
in slices 1, 2 and 4, 5. It adjusts the length of the shift
register by forcing a sudden phase transition, hence, antici-
pating or postponing the next phase comparison. If Pls fall
within slices 1 and 2, this indicates that VCTRL needs to
be increased as the loop lasts longer than required: the shift
register length is then decreased (15 elements, forward mode).
On the contrary if Pls fall within slices 4 and 5, VCTRL is
reduced by increasing the re-circulation length (17 elements,
backwards mode). At this point, the system evolves under
a coarse adjustment mode, hence postponement/anticipation
alternatively toggle leading in the medium-term towards
slice 3.

3) Analog Control: This loop is invoked as soon as Pls fall
in the slice 3 to maintain the system in stay mode (16 elements
shift register). Under these conditions, as shown in Fig. 2,
the system computes the delay mismatch of Pls arrival
with respect to the center of slice 3, in an analog mode
by integrating the delay directly on VCTRL, across capacitor
C . Observe that when the PLL enters this condition the

system is still on convergence hence can potentially shift
back to 2© to run phase postponement or anticipation. Going
back to 2© from 3© might result in a long term steady-state
oscillation mode, hence a possible multiple lock. To avoid this,
the acceleration control loop supervises the transition to 3© for
the first cycles. If mode 3© is maintained for a certain number
of loops the acceleration control loop self-deactivates, avoiding
multiple lock. For this particular implementation, after four
subsequent analog control cycles, 2© can be safely deactivated
leaving the system to convergence under control 3©.

During 3©, phase detection is a simple integration of the
residual delay mismatch w.r.t. the center of the window based
on both positive and negative edges of DCC. The computation
time in principle can be limited to a single clock cycle TCLK,
that is the length of slice 3, but it can be extended to more
clock cycles by maintaining the same DCC window centering.
As integration is resolved with both a falling and a rising edge,
in principle, time support does not affect the control loop and
in the prototype [as shown later in Fig. 5], the integration is
resolved in slices 2,3 and 4. εi at the i -th cycle can then be
calculated as,

εi = K
[
τi − Ti − TCLK,i/2

]
, (1)

where K = β
C , C is the charge pump capacitor, β is an

implementation dependent constant, τi is the time of arrival
at the i -th cycle, Ti is the beginning of slice 3, and TCLK,i is
the VCO clock period. This, can be modeled as,

TCLK,i ≡ TCLK(VCTRL,i ) = Tlock + α(VCTRL,i − Vlock), (2)

where α is VCO gain (implementation dependent), Tlock is
the final lock period (1 ns in our prototype, that is TCLK,i

for i → ∞), VCTRL,i is the VCO control voltage at itera-
tion i , and Vlock is the corresponding VCO control voltage
when TCLK,∞ = Tlock. The VCTRL,i dependency of Eqn. (1)
models the effect of the control loop in a duty cycle window.
In principle the system is non-uniformly sampled because it
recursively computes the error ε by taking into account the
current duration of slice 3, which in turn depends on the
current VCTRL. However, an uniformly sampled model can be
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considered as during 3© the system has left loops 1© and 2©,
and under Monte Carlo simulations the VCTRL,i perturbation is
small during settling (i.e., ∼±2%, see Fig. 6 in [13]). Under
these conditions, the (i + 1)-th VCO control voltage value
VCTRL,i+1 can be approximated as,

VCTRL,i+1 � VCTRL,i + εi , (3)

as every new iteration maintains a steady control voltage until
the next phase detection after N clock cycles. The (i + 1)-th
slice 3 center time can be approximated as,

Ti+1 � Ti +
(

N + 1

M

)
TCLK,i+1 − 1

M
TCLK,i , (4)

as Ti+1 is delayed by N clock cycles after Ti , with an 1
M

correction (M = 5, where M is the length in clock cycles of
the duty-cycling window) as the next VCTRL is calculated in
turn during the current cycle. The reference events τi+1 are
all repeated with constant period, hence at the next (i + 1)-th
cycle they can be calculated as,

τi+1 = τi + TIN

2
, (5)

where TIN/2 = NTlock (the factor two accounts for double
edge input signal operation), in steady state conditions. By pro-
viding the correct initial conditions and the correct values of
Ti and τi (for i = 0), K , α and VCTRL,0, these successions can
be effectively used to predict the behavior of the PLL after the
system has entered control loop 3©.

4) Stability and Convergence: Stability is required during
control loop 3© while during 1© and 2© the system needs
to reliably provide highest convergence probability towards
loop 3©. Convergence can be verified through Monte Carlo
simulations (see results in [13]), however, simple but effective
design rules can be established to eliminate possible logic
crash. The hold and set-up times of the master PLL flip flops
need to be met in the VCO frequency range and though any
combination logic path, and they need to be clocked by VLO,
or alternatively by synchronous bursts of VLO. This, inherently
avoids metastability as sampling is maintained synchronous
and with enough slack. Pls. and Gated Pls. asynchro-
nous events need to be latched before re-sampling in the
VLO domain, to implement a gauge-like style time-of-arrival
detection, i.e., through a shift register sampling Gated Pls.
latched transitions, within the DCC window. With such latched
sampling, i) metastability probability implicitly decreases and
ii) system evolution can be misled only between two consec-
utive values i and (i + 1): for instance, if analog control is
mistaken for acceleration control (DCC slice 3 vs. slice 2 in
Fig. 2), VCTRL variation will be such as during the succes-
sive DCC window Gated Pls. will be delayed enough to
solve ambiguity and force acceleration control. Acceleration
loop convergence can be ensured i) by using multiple lock
control (whose depth can be designed based on transient
simulations), ii) by designing the system to provide enough
VCO gain within the M slices of DCC, empirically estimated
as M > α/Tlock (a larger M implies larger time support for
acceleration control) and iii) by ensuring that d/dt provides

Fig. 3. Architecture of the slave PLL.

sufficient pulse width to widen the DCC pulse capture time
support during phase anticipation, empirically Text ∼ MTlock.

An approximate system transfer function during loop 3©
can be determined by computing the Z transform applied to
Eqn. (1)−(5) by assuming TCLK(VCTRL,i ) ≡ TOUT,i and a
small signal AC hypothesis, hence, Vlock = 0, Tlock = 0.
By combining the expressions we obtain the transfer function
H (z) = TOUT(z)/TIN(z) given as,

H (z)= Kα

2{z2+z
[
Kα

(
N + 1

M

)+ Kα−4
2

]+1− M Kα+2Kα
2M } . (6)

Assuming TIN,i = ui Tref (where ui is the unitary step and
Tref = 32 ns), the final steady state value is, TOUT,∞ =
limz→1

z−1
z H (z)TIN = (1/2N)Tref , hence, TOUT,∞ =

32ns/32 = 1 ns. The H (z) denominator is a second order
expression in the form az2 + bz + c = 0 (where a = 1),
and the system is stable if the poles are within the complex
plane unitary circle. A conservative stability condition (with
a direct physical meaning) can be determined if discriminant
� = b2 − 4ac is such as � < 0, that is providing a damped
sine wave trend. Under these hypotheses the system is stable if,

Kα

(
N + 1

M
+ 1

2

)2

< 4N. (7)

The above inequality, can be used in a design criteria to
identify bounds on K and α, given M and N . Eqn. (6) can
be used in conjunction with Eqn. (7) to design poles, hence
defining system settling time and frequency.

C. Slave PLL

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the slave PLL. Similarly
to the master, the module is assumed to start from a VCO
control voltage VCTRL equal to zero and to move towards
convergence to generate the 4 GHz VHI reference from VLO.
The PLL implements a feedback loop based on a logic phase
detector which compares the phase difference between two
500 MHz signals to relax phase detector technology speed
requirements. The former is obtained by dividing the VLO
frequency by a factor MS = 2 while the latter by dividing
VHI by a factor NS = 8. Using the same approach for the
master PLL, by defining αS , KS , NS and MS , that is VCO
and charge pump gain, the loop and reference period dividers,
respectively, and related equations, stability can be determined
by applying the Z transform to the system model. The system
can be considered stable if KSαS(NS + 1/MS)2 < 2NS .
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Fig. 4. Communication timing diagram from the external CMOS neural
probe to the TX simplex data transfer running at the VIO supply voltage.

D. PISO Serializer

Fig. 4 shows an abstract timing scheme for the data stream-
ing from the CMOS neural probe to the TX, with detail on
the five signals involved in the unidirectional communication
to the serializer. CH0–CH3 data is presented to the TX based
on the toggling of a duty cycled clock signal STROBE, for
an overall of 80 ns duration. During this time frame all
20 bit (10 bit address and 10 bit data) for all four independent
channels are sent in parallel to the TX. Every time STROBE
toggles, a new bit for each CH0–CH3 channel is transmitted.
The serializer acquires all the data and when finished it
immediately generates VBIT. The sequence is repeated every
120 ns (4 × 30 ns). In parallel to the 1 GHz serialization task
the PISO acquires a new data stream from the external IC.

IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN

A. Master PLL

Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the master PLL. Each logic
element is full-custom designed to tightly optimize perfor-
mance and power consumption, but the system can be also
designed using existing standard cells. The reset state, imposed
directly using the global signal RST, forces VCTRL and all
the sequential elements output state to zero, freezes the VCO
(i.e., blocks propagation through R1) and sets the input of the
five elements S1–S5 for the DCC to logic ‘1’. Observe that
the set-up time condition of S1–S5 is automatically verified,
while hold time is met using the inverter chain K1–K8. When
the first edge of VLO toggles to ‘1’ the DCC window is stored
and propagated. Indeed, after reset is released i) immediately
with its first edge the VCO resets the NOR-based latch E1
driving the Duty Cycling Window Set, and ii) all the
sequential logic outputs are released because RST goes to
zero. Observe that, to guarantee that the system starts when
exiting the reset mode, the ring oscillator VCO (R1–R5)
is implemented using current starved inverters (particularly,
R2 and R3) of the same topology in [11], that provide a non
infinite delay when VCTRL is zero.

The anticipation/postponement network includes a
mux/demux chain implemented using static CMOS logic
gates M1−M3 and D1−5 whose internal path can be selected
through three distinct signals active high Forward, Stay
and Backwards. The control loops depicted in Fig. 2
are not logically separated but shuffled in the depicted

combinational and sequential logic gates as detailed hereafter.
The input reference signal VOSC is processed by two digital
derivators (both AND-based and NOR-based, C1−C8 and
C9−C16, respectively) to generate a pulse event Pls lasting
Text = 5 × VLO cycles every time a digital transition occurs.
The resulting Pls pulses are gated through Pls and DCC to
produce the Gated Pls signal which enables the extension
of the acceleration control support also outside DCC by Text,
the duration of each Gated Pls pulse (see timing diagram
in the bottom left side of Fig. 5).

The core of the PLL is the Time-of-Arrival
Network. Based on the DCC status and on a series of four
FF N1–N4 that encode in a gauge fashion the arrival of
Gated Pls, the network generates signals corresponding
to the arrival of the events within the 5 slices of DCC.
In particular the network permits identification for slices
4 & 5, 1 & 2, 3 and X, this latter corresponding to Pls
falling outside the DCC window (X triggers the Unlocked
loop, see captions in Fig. 5). The so produced signals are
sampled using a positive edge FF each (that is T1–T6),
having as clock the inverted of DCC(t − TCLK) (signal Save),
in order to meet the propagation delay of the AND/OR-based
network. The propagation of the clock events through N1–
N4 is enabled by E2, which is reset at every DCC cycle
using a dedicated TN Reset signal. This is obtained from
a 5 clock cycle delayed version of DCC and a NOR-based
derivator, which includes the same delay element of the VCO
and with a consistent VCTRL, not to violate timing. The
sequential operation of the Time-of-Arrival Network
is enabled by DCC through gates G1 and G2 (that combine
DCC output and its delayed version by one clock cycle
through CD1 to provide correct timing for N1–N4), while the
clock events are gated using G3. The Time-of-Arrival
Network outputs are finally processed by the Multiple
Lock Control (gates L1–L14) which counts the number
of successive ‘1’s corresponding to the alignment of Pls
w.r.t. slice 3. The count is implemented using a shift register
(gates L1–L4) that is updated every time a new time-of-arrival
sequencing is terminated through signal TN Reset. If four
consecutive hits for slice 3 are encountered (that are computed
through L4–L6), the controller deactivates the forward and
backwards loops and forces the stay mode indefinitely, until a
new reset state is issued. The Multiple Lock Control
needs to be reset as soon as pulses fall outside zone 2, 3 and 4
(that is the integration interval of 3), hence the sequential logic
is reset through L7 and L8, that is the logic combination of the
pulse arrival in the slices 1, 5 or X. The combinational logic of
the Time-of-Arrival Network and Multiple Lock
Control can be automatically synthesized.

The Unlock Phase Detector is a latch-based
device (see E4 and E5) that generates an up/down control
signal based on the arrival of the Pls positive edge
w.r.t. the DCC positive edge. It integrates the residual
delay (positive or negative, hence VCTRL increase or decrease)
detecting the phase mismatch between i) the pulses
arrival (ungated) through signal Pls (positive edge),
and ii) the unlock signal from the Time-of-Arrival
Network. Transistors M1U and M1D have aspect ratio of
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Fig. 5. Detailed schematic of the master PLL implemented in this work, with depicted Fig. 2 higher abstraction-level membership.

1μ
3μ and 0.34μ

3μ (both with two fingers), respectively. The phase
detector is reset when the logic gating (implemented using
P1) between i) the DCC advanced by one clock cycle and
ii) DCC(t − TCLK) is high (signal DCC Start). P1 releases
reset after slice 1 has expired.

The Analog Phase Detector, also enabled by DCC
Start, is activated when the clock events fall within each
slice of the DCC (for a maximum integration time of 3TCLK,
corresponding to slice 2, 3 and 4), and clock events do not fall
outside of the DCC window (i.e., X). The module implements a
simple charge pump on the integration capacitor C (refreshed
every 16 clock cycles) based on a first order low-pass filter
comprising C and the equivalent series resistance of the
transmission gate P2. This low-pass filtering is meant to
smooth the spurious capacitive coupling peaks of VCTRL that
may affect performance. Transistors M3U and M3D have aspect
ratio of 0.74μ

3μ and 0.24μ
3μ (both with one finger), respectively.

The nominal value of C is 2 pF, while P2 is a parallel of
two always active P and an N-MOS with aspect ratio 0.32μ

0.5μ

and 0.32μ
1μ (one finger each), respectively. In general, the phase

errors sources are i) the mismatch between the N/P-MOS
saturation currents of the phase detectors resulting in turn to
negative and positive slope mismatch, ii) VCTRL trend toggling
delay due to the analog control logic, and iii) unbalanced delay
between the arrival of Pls and DCC. In this implementation
these have been tackled by manually balancing all logic
delay.

Fig. 6(a) shows a post-layout transient simulation of the
master PLL operating at a supply voltage of 1.1 V and worst
case Slow-Slow (SS) process conditions, and Fig. 6(b) shows a
detail on the VCO control voltage, with depicted description
for each VCTRL increase and decrease. After a reset phase
released at 120 ns, the system initiates the locking sequence
from the unlock control loop 1©. As soon as a clock event Pls
is detected (in this specific case it falls within DCC slice 1),
the system immediately toggles to acceleration control loop 2©,

with phase anticipation (14 elements shift register length),
so that to increase the control voltage and not leave Pls to fall
out of the window. However, at this point, the control voltage
increase step imposed at each iteration is not enough to let Pls
be confined within DCC, hence, control loop 2© diverges and
leads the PLL to activate again loop 1©, providing a significant
VCTRL increase again. This control voltage increment, how-
ever, is enough to make DCC phase rotate and lead Pls to fall
within the window again, but for a transitory period only. Due
to the speed with which Pls re-enter control loop 2©, in this
example at about ∼300 and ∼400 ns, the system goes through
a short Backwards transient, to toggle back to Forward
towards a monotonically increasing VCTRL. This alternatively
switching behavior, mostly due to the impossibility to catch
up signal phase rotation with a single FF delay element
anticipation, is repeated overall three times in this particular
circuit realization, and at ∼430 ns the system maintains
acceleration control loop steadily. In this condition, phase
acceleration is enough (under the 450–700 ns neighborhood)
to lock the PLL under 14 delay elements and increase VCTRL
with a sufficiently large slope, so that to maintain Pls within
DCC. When VCTRL is large enough to make Pls follow within
slice 3, the analog control loop 3© is activated. As now the
phase detection mechanism is completely analog and the error
signal is proportional to the slice center mismatch, as shown at
the bottom of the figure, the VCTRL trend is a non-uniformly
sampled sinusoid which progressively dumps to reach long-
term settling. Typically, settling is resolved in ∼10 μs after
the release of the RESET signal. Observe that the evolution
towards loop 3© depends on PVT and transistor parameters.

Fig. 7(left) shows superposed VCTRL transient simulation
and model under Typical-Typical process conditions, 30 °C
and 1.1 V VDD voltage supply, with equations parame-

ters (manually determined) K = 1.565 · 106 V/s, α =
3.53 · 10−9 s/V, VCTRL,0 = 0.4675 V, Vlock = 0.4775 V,
τ0 = 0.53μs, T0 = τ0 − 300 ps, Tlock = 1 ns, and
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Fig. 6. (a) Post-layout transient simulation of the master PLL depicting all the subsequent loop phases from 1© to 3© from an initial reset condition,
VDD = 1.1 V, and (b) zoom-in on signal VCTRL with associated control loop and current acceleration phase (with increased detail compared to [13]).

Fig. 7. (left) VCTRL trends obtained with the post-layout simulations under typical-typical conditions and the analytical model, during PLL settling once
loop 3© is maintained permanent, and (right) VCTRL trends obtained with the slow-slow corner post-layout simulations of Fig. 6 and the same analytical
model.

N = 16. Fig. 7(right) superposes the settling curve during
loop 3© of Fig. 6 with the model, trimmed based on an
empirical extraction of the equations constants, in particular,
K = 1.565·106 V/s, α = 1.97·10−9 s/V, VCTRL,0 = 0.5485 V,
Vlock = 0.57 V, τ0 = 0.7μs, T0 = τ0 − 700 ps, Tlock = 1 ns,
and N = 16. Observe that, w.r.t. the simulation on the left side,
the significant parameter that is modified and mostly affected
by process variations is the VCO period, hence, resulting in a
different α and Vlock.

B. Slave PLL
Fig. 8(a) shows the schematic of the slave PLL (same ring-

oscillator VCO used in the master PLL). Similarly to the
former, the slave PLL is assumed to start assuming

a VCO control voltage VCTRL initially zero while phase
detection is performed by means of an AND-based
detector (gates G1 to G4) between the reference clock
VLO/2 (by means of F5), and the VCO clock output
divided by 8 through F1−F4. To enable all-digital
4 GHz operation the system is designed assuming min-
imum area (hence, parasitic capacitance) true phase flip
flops implemented with minimum sized N- and P-MOS
(see inlet), with aspect ratio 0.48μ

0.12μ and 0.16μ
0.12μ , respectively.

To enable correct system operation, the phase detector inputs
must be so that VCKIN anticipates VCKSYN (the output of the
asynchronous divider). To meet this constraint the system must
be frozen in reset mode (i.e., F1–F5 and transistor MR acti-
vated) as well as the VCO output through M5. The divider
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Fig. 8. (a) Complete schematic of the slave PLL, and (b) post-layout transistor level simulation of the slave PLL during a complete lock transient.

Fig. 9. Detailed schematic of the I/O serializer. The system is implemented using both static and dynamic CMOS flip flops, and internally implements the
USB token CRC5 calculation for each data packet.

clock input needs to be driven with high current drive at 4 GHz
due to parasitic, hence a dedicated driver with 5 progressively

increasing aspect ratios inverters (starting from 480 nm
120 nm for P

and 160 nm
120 nm for N-MOS) is included, overall contributing with

the VCO to the 72% of the consumed power. To both ensure
stability across PVT and smooth high frequency coupling
across VCTRL, at the output of the phase detector a second
order RC network is implemented, with resistive elements
emulated by long channel transmission gates S1 and S2. The
P and N-MOS aspect ratio for S1 and S2 is 8μ

0.16μ , 16μ
0.16μ

(two fingers each) and 16μ
0.16μ , 32μ

0.16μ (16 fingers each), respec-
tively. The nominal bulk capacitors C1 and C2 values are 4 pF
and 200 fF.

Fig. 8(b) shows a post-layout transient simulation of the
4 GHz slave PLL, after a reset state is applied. The phase
detection mechanism results in the superposition of a sweep
across VCTRL, mainly due to i) the reduced frequency of
the phase detection and ii) the low integrating capacitor C2.

Notwithstanding the VCO control voltage is systematically
perturbed (superposed sweep variation), thanks to the gating
mechanism in the UWB pulse generation [see A1 and A2],
this variation does not significantly affects pulse jitter. The
tuning of the VCO center frequency has been achieved based
on a post-layout Monte Carlo simulation approach, aimed
at minimizing the number of fail locks in a temperature
range 0–50 °C. The simulated lock time is 200 ns under typical
conditions, 30 °C.

C. PISO Serializer

Fig. 9 shows the detailed schematic of the PISO unit.
It processes the five inputs STROBE, CH0–CH3 and
de-serializes the parallel channels to implement the stream
of 30 ns consecutive packets depicted in Fig. 1. STROBE is the
reference data transfer enable signal provided by the CMOS
neural probe operating on the 250 MHz clock synthesized by
the slave PLL. The signal needs to toggle every 4 ns and
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it is internally re-sampled by the 250 MHz clock generated
through the master PLL. To this aim, two FF F1 and F2,
whose output is combined in an exclusive-or (see X1) are used,
permitting to obtain both positive and negative (double) edge
variations. Once such edge variation is sampled a single clock
cycle is fed, through A1, to the CLKLO input of the bank of
four serialization units (S1–S4), connected in a daisy chain
configuration. CH0–CH3 are aligned at pipeline-level using
a pair of FF per channel (see, e.g., F’1 and F’2). When
STROBE toggles the system gives an up count clock pulse to a
dedicated ÷20 divider D1 to start counting the length in terms
of clock cycles of a complete parallel frame. As soon as the
divider reaches the end of count, signal EOC is propagated in
two-element shift register (comprising F5 and F6). The output
of F5 generates the activation signal EOF (End Of Frame) to
S1–S4. EOF lets the unit redirect and copy the current state
of all static registers loaded with the last parallel channel to
a dedicated set of dynamic FF R1, directly operated at VLO
speed. One clock cycle after the ACT generation event an
asynchronous reset signal CRCRST re-initializes the internal
CRC state machine of all units S1–S4. Each serialization core
S1–S4 comprises the following items: two separate register
chains, a static CMOS shift register which stores statically the
current parallel stream, depicted as two separate blocks B1
and B2 (for ADDR and DATA, respectively), and a CRC5 finite
state machine C1 which sequentially computes the negated of
the CRC5 of the stream. These subsystems aim at making data
parallely available to a multiplexed high speed shift register
R1 implemented using true-phase dynamic FF.

When ACT is activated, all the multiplexers in the shift
register toggle to store the data in all the parallel static CMOS
FF C1, B1 and B2, loaded using the uncorrelated VLO/4.
As ACT remains active only for a single 250 MHz clock cycle,
then the first clock edge of VLO after ACT is activated, stores
the multiplexed data in all FF. As during the next clock cycles
the multiplexer toggles back to redirect each FF output, data
is streamed out of the chain and finally re-sampled by the last
dynamic FF D1, external to the serialization units. As depicted
at the right of Fig. 9, R1 maps all the bits of the OOK packet,
thus mapping fixed inputs at logic ‘1’ and ‘0’ corresponding
to the start and stop bits outlined in Fig. 1. The whole data
streaming operates under VIO supply, experimentally validated
in the range 1.2–3.3 V. In this work the serializer is full-custom
and it has been manually routed. However, being a trivial finite
state machine, to save design time it can be automatically
synthesized assuming 1 GHz clock.

D. I/O Level Shifters and Crystal Oscillator

We designed type-I I/O level shifters implemented with
both thick oxide and core transistors (3.3 V and 1.2 V
nominal supply voltage, respectively) so that to handle the
different VIO and VDD supply domains. The input level-
translator stage (differential) has an on-chip resistors divider
to bias the negative input at (2/3)VIO. Both I/O buffers
are designed to be compatible with the Type-I High Speed
Transceiver Logic at 1.8 V (HSTL18 Type-I). The oscillator
has a basic Pierce topology that operates with crystals having
shunt capacitance of maximum 3 pF, load capacitance 18 pF,

Fig. 10. Measurement set-up for the generation of OOK pulses and validation
of the TX, with chip microphotograph (overall chip size 1525 × 1525 μm2).

equivalent series resistance of 80 � and a maximum drive level
of 100 μW. To achieve instability an internal resistor imple-
mented with a low aspect ratio transmission gate is included.
The amplifier (implemented using a digital inverter) has a
P and N-MOS aspect ratio of 16 μm

1 μm and 8 μm
1 μm . To correctly

initialize the master PLL, the crystal oscillator output is gated
with a RESET signal. The simulated power on transient of
the oscillator is 300 ms at 30 °C, typical process and 1.1 V
supply.

V. MEASUREMENTS AND VALIDATION

The complete TX IC is integrated in a 130 nm RFCMOS
technology and bonded in a QFN48 package with an esti-
mated 6 internal ground downbonds not to impact on RF
output voltage swing (determined based on simulations),
and no layout substrate mitigation have been implemented.
To enable modular validation, the system is mounted on
a standard FR4 printed circuit board and interfaced to an
external ML605 Virtex5 FPGA development board so that to
generate the I/O control signals for the OOK packets. The
I/O connection with the external module is achieved using
a Low Pin Count (LPC) FPGA Mezzanine Card connec-
tor (FMC) conveying a voltage supply of 2.5 V. Fig. 10 shows
a photograph of the test set-up comprising a microphotograph
of the integrated circuit. The TX core occupies an active
area of 0.04 mm2, while the sole PISO interfacing part
occupies 0.17 mm2. For ease of testability each separate sub-
system of the TX is separately powered using a dedicated
supply pin, and to decrease the impact of external coupling
at PCB-level the separate supply terminals of the PLLs,
serializer and RF output buffers are decoupled using a series
resistor through their respective power pin. The coupling is
mostly driven by the high current drive RF output buffers and
I/O buffers.

As input buffers DC level is internally biased at a fixed
(2/3)VIO with on-chip resistors, the test PCB comprises
external I/O DC mode adj. trimmers to overcome
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Fig. 11. Measured start-up transient of the asynchronous logic TX after RESET is released at t = 0, depicting the cumulative pulse synthesis resulting from
the combination of both master and slave PLL outputs (during locking and settling).

Fig. 12. Measured OOK packet stream generated by the FPGA during normal TX operation.

possible resistor mismatch and consequently adjust DC-level
once the IC connected to the FPGA. The system is supplied
using a TTi EX354Tv power supply, at a nominal voltage
of 1.25 V VDD (across the complete module). The system
reset is applied using an external mechanical switch mounted
on the PCB module, which comprises other external circuitry
for testing and bypassing internal units of the IC. During
functional measurements the only clock reference used is the
output of the crystal oscillator which is powered at PCB-level
with the other sub-systems. Crystal and corresponding
parallel capacitors are soldered at the bottom of the PCB
(not shown here).

The IC generates the 250 MHz clock reference for the
operation of the FPGA logic. The TX here operates, inter
alia, as a timing generator for the external circuitry, that
is adhering to the expected functionality when interfaced to
the external CMOS neural probe. The operation of the I/O
level translators has been verified in a VIO voltage supply
range of 1.2–3.3 V and a core voltage supply VDD between
1.1 and 1.3 V. The internal FPGA hardware is described using
the Very High Speed integrated circuits Hardware Description
Language (VHDL) and implements a finite state machine
which emulates the operation of the neural probe IC to
generate every 120 ns the five signals STROBE, CH0–CH3 and
feed the TX with both progressive and fixed payload data.

A. Time Domain Results

The PISO output VBIT is externally forced to logic ‘1’ so
that the device start transient can be observed. Through the
off-chip mechanical switch the reset signal is applied and
the RF output shown in Fig. 11 is obtained. Immediately
after the RESET signal is released (that is at instant t = 0),
the crystal oscillator output is released and both master and
slave PLL start their locking transient. As the RF output is
always kept active, the generated signal continuously evolves
to reach the steady state condition, in which both PLLs are
locked to generate 1 GHz and 4 GHz clock references.

In the 0–450 ns range the master PLL is still not running
feedback loop 3© and the output clock VLO is subject to
fast frequency variations, while clock frequency is still lower
compared to the long term value. Under these conditions the
slave PLL output clock frequency continuously varies and
stabilizes when the master PLL reaches the analog control
loop therefore posing softer VCO voltage transients, hence
smaller frequency variations. After 450 ns from the reset
indeed, the slave PLL completely locks to VLO and follows the
settling oscillations on the order of ∼300 kHz generated by the
master PLL, hence the signal starts appearing correctly with
two VHI oscillations contained within every half VLO period.

The TX is connected to the FPGA which, according
to Fig. 10, provides the 2.5 V voltage supply for the chip I/O
buffers. The core power supply of 1.25 V (larger than 1.2 V
to account for the voltage drop across the supply decoupling
resistors) is provided by the external power supply. Fig. 12
shows an example stream of two subsequent OOK packets
obtained across RF out. This measurement verifies the oper-
ation of the CRC state machine, which correctly computes the
5 bit code (in the packet included as negated, hence, CRC5).
Pulse generation is correct even in presence of small variations
in the supply voltage due to the variable rate with which
pulses are generated across the RF output. These results show
that the slave PLL is very sensitive to power supply terminal
coupling, that may lead the system to have spurious output
signal variations if high frequency coupling occurs. Due to
the DC block capacitor at the RF output combined with PCB
parasitic, significant undershoots are observable.

Fig. 13(a) shows subsequent measurements of the RF
pulse-to-pulse period TRF (as depicted in the oscilloscope
screen-shot inlet, using trigger level VTH) during the complete
master-slave operation. On the upper part of the figure we
also show settling of the master PLL (about 300 ns TCLK
oscillation): in this condition, the master PLL permanently
entered the control loop 3©. Meanwhile, the slave PLL which
has a very fast locking time, is steadily locked to VLO thus
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Fig. 13. (a) Time domain measurement of each RF pulse-to-pulse period TRF assuming VBIT = ‘1’, with depicted standard variation σ and expectation μ,
at VDD = 1.25 V, with measured settling oscillations, and (b) transfer function of the RF pulse-to-pulse period.

Fig. 14. Frequency domain measurements of streams of TX OOK modulated packets with depicted phase noise at 1 and 4 GHz (5 kHz RBW) under different
conditions, that is over-the-air using orthogonally polarized chip antennas (Tayo Yuden), and direct cable connection under both progressively increasing
address and data bits generated by the FPGA and constant ‘1’ VBIT.

following master TCLK variations. When settling is resolved,
in this example after ∼4 μs from the release of the RESET
signal, the master-slave synthesizer locks with a measured RF
pulse-to-pulse RMS jitter of 3.42 ps (standard deviation σ ,
and mean value μ ∼ 1 ns). When externally clocked at 1.25 V
VDD, the TX maintains lock with a reference frequency range
from 30.9375 MHz (for a center frequency corresponding to
the band #2 of the IEEE 802.15.4a standard) to 31.350 MHz.
Fig. 13(b) shows the frequency domain representation in Deci-
bel of TRF, that is the RF pulse-to-pulse period transfer func-
tion, computed on the measurements of Fig. 13(a). The curve
shows multiples of the 31.25 MHz reference frequency (see,
e.g., 93.75 MHz), and spurious by-products at 250 MHz and
333 MHz resulting by the combined master/slave effect.

B. Frequency Domain Results

Fig. 14 shows a frequency domain representation of trans-
mitted UWB OOK packets and a constant VBIT = ‘1’ pulse
stream. The TX operation is verified both using a direct SMA
cable to a Tektronix RSA3408B spectrum analyzer and wire-
lessly using commercial chip antennas (5 cm distance) typi-
cally used by IR-UWB chip manufacturers. To comply with
the FCC mask the transmitted output needs to be filtered out
using a dedicated network or filter component, and data shall
be modulated. Because FCC mask compliance measurements

are achieved using a spectrum analyzer which works assuming
a determined resolution bandwidth (RBW), the radiated spec-
trum depends indeed in general on the data included in the
payload. While a single pulse generated by the TX satisfies
the 0.2 fractional bandwidth constraints required by the FCC,
with the spectrum analyzer (assuming 1 MHz RBW) a high rate
sequence of pulses appears as a narrowband signal due to the
intrinsically very high duty cycling of the packet and accurate
frequency synthesis. As shown in the spectrum inlet in Fig. 14
with diverse OOK packets (comprising both start and
‘0’ stop bits), this narrowband hypothesis can be miti-
gated. This is clearly visible with surface mount antennas
(Tayo Yuden) w.r.t. the case for VBIT = ‘1’ and cable
connection. Signal spectrum can be smoothed by inverting
the phase of the radiated pulses at RF-drive level, i.e., using
Bi-Phase Shift Keying (BPSK). At 4 GHz frequency (1 GHz
bandwidth), the measured TX efficiency (radiated over con-
sumed power, VBIT = ‘1’) is 9.2%.

Under continuous pulse streaming conditions (VBIT = ‘1’)
a direct measurement of the PLLs performance is possible
though phase noise. The inlet on the left-upper side of
Fig. 14 depicts the measured phase noise of the complete
TX comprising the combined master and slave locking on the
31.25 MHz crystal reference. At 1 GHz and 4 GHz center
frequency and 5 kHz spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth
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TABLE I

COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART HIGH DATA-RATE UWB TRANSMITTERS

the measured phase noise is 103 and 93 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz
offset. The slight center frequency shift of 13.75 kHz and
the corresponding 54.06 kHz at 1 and 4 GHz, respectively,
are due to a non-perfect crystal load balance. The increasing
trend below 500 kHz offset at 1 GHz is due to the periodic
nature of the transmitted signal which exhibits other sidelobes
at multiples of the fundamental system frequency. As depicted
in the figure the center frequency is at the fifth decimal
point because the oscillator is not temperature compensated
and crystal capacitance load is not perfectly balanced at
PCB-level.

C. Power Consumption

Through a Keysight 3606B multimeter and power supply
we measured the power consumption of the TX core assuming
the worst power consumption case for VBIT = ‘1’. The core
measured power is 5 mW at 1.25 V supply (excluding the
crystal oscillator power of 700 μW and including not-related
bias resistors), corresponding to 5 pJ/pulse at 1 Gpps (versus
the simulated 3.1 pJ reported in [13]). Without the output
buffer, the active power of the master-slave synthesizer is
2.64 mW including frequency dividers at 1.25 V voltage
supply. When the system operates with the PISO active for
interfacing, it consumes 15.72 mW at 1.25 V supply, including
the crystal oscillator. Overall, the power consumed by the
PISO is 10.72 mW. Observe that the PISO draws a significant
amount of current due to the requirement of acquiring data
off-chip from four parallel channels.

D. Comparison With Existing Transmitters
Tab. I compares the performance of the master-slave

PLL core synthesizer with other communication transmitters,
excluding the serializer logic. In terms of energy per pulse
the system is very competitive, maintaining a measured peak-
to-peak output voltage in the same order of magnitude of
other works (note that the output swing falls in the −3 dB
attenuation range of the 4 GHz oscilloscope). Observe that,
compared to [19], the system does not provide an accumulated
jitter because pulse synthesis is based on phase-locking rather
than frequency. The performance in terms of phase noise
directly achieved by the TX across the RF output is about
one order of magnitude lower compared to DCO only in [1],
but comparable to the phase noise achieved by the PLL.

Compared to dedicated 65 nm UWB PLL (consider for
instance [24] that operates in the 3.1–10.6 GHz range), the
TX exhibits lower power consumption, significantly lower area
occupation (0.04 vs. 0.12 mm2) at the expenses of a reduced
phase noise performance (−93 vs. −108 dBc). Compared
to [25], the TX exhibits better performance in terms of phase
noise, at same frequency offset. This solution is ultra-low
power compared to beamforming transmitters in general that
operate in a broader range and have a more sophisticated
pulse generation system [21] (221 pJ/pulse). Compared to [21],
the master-slave PLL combination achieves a similar phase
noise performance in terms of order of magnitude.

VI. CONCLUSION

The master-slave synthesizer achieves energy efficient direct
pulse synthesis in a small area occupation using a single
reference clock. So far, the system requires off-chip filtering
to meet the FCC mask regulations (e.g., ceramic filters with
comparable size w.r.t. chip antennas). Next works can deal
with on-chip signal filtering and the further engineering with
emphasis on power supply noise avoidance.
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